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Introduction

• Combat identification of aircraft is hard:
• Aircraft move quickly.
• Aircraft may not aid identification.
• Aircraft may be subject to system malfunctions, or may be 

misconfigured, so they do not self-identification.
• Aircraft are less often in airlanes, and autonomous aircraft 

have quickly increased in number.
• Nonetheless, we now have basic data from satellite coverage.  
• This makes combat identification today a big-data problem, 

and militaries are often bandwidth-limited.
• Our strategy is to push some of the processing and 

intelligence “to the edge” or to the platforms that collect data.  



Overall data flow

We have two challenges: Report key data to a central command 
node, and report a different set of key data to sibling aircraft.  
There’s not enough bandwidth to report all data to either place.  
We need to focus on “interesting” aircraft.



Experimental setup

 Our experiments used unclassified air traffic-control data from 
the ADS-B database for testing.  

 This data is obtained from satellites.
 It averaged about 1.6 gigabytes and 11.3 million records of 

data per day for most aircraft in the air around the world.
 For testing we extracted data from the 10th day of each month 

from May 2015 through April 2016 so as reduce seasonal 
effects.

 The attributes in this data selected as relevant for anomaly 
analysis were ICAO (identification) code of the aircraft 
expressed in six hexadecimal digits, type of the aircraft, 
operator of the aircraft, country of origin, altitude, latitude, 
longitude, speed, bearing, and timestamp of the record.

 Some of the data was clearly faulty and were deleted.



Aircraft heading and timestamp patterns



Aircraft speed versus altitude



Our data flow for anomaly ranking



Aircraft anomaly measures we tested (1)

 Count: The logarithm of the ratio of one plus the number of 
aircraft observed in the bin to the maximum ever observed in a 
bin.

 Commerciality: The ratio of commercial airline records to total 
records in the bin for non-commercial aircraft, and one minus 
this otherwise.

 The consistency of the observed heading with the average 
heading for the latitude-longitude-commerciality bin, 
measured as the 1 minus the absolute value of the cosine of the 
angle between them, with headings modulo 180.

 The consistency of the altitude with the averages for the 
latitude-longitude-commerciality bin.

 The consistency of the speed with the altitude of the aircraft 
using fit 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 450 1 − 𝑠𝑠−0000092∗𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 .



Aircraft anomaly measures we tested (2)

 The rarity of aircraft reports at this time of day measured as 
the logarithm of the ratio of the count in the most common 
time of day and the count at this time, interpolating within the 
hour.

 The rarity of aircraft reports on this particular day measured as 
the logarithm of the ratio of the counts of the busiest day to the 
count on this day.

 The degree to which the aircraft is not in an airlane as judged 
by the counts of a great-circle Hough transform.



Variations in owner and type by date

Aircraft registration and type Total of 10th day 
of all 12 months 

September 10, 
2015 

March 10, 
2016 

North America commercial 31 0 0 
South and Central America commercial 5 0 0 
Europe commercial 3851 615 201 
Africa commercial 144 28 21 
Middle East commercial 588 62 212 
Central Asia commercial 0 0 0 
East Asia and Pacific commercial 0 0 0 
North America noncommercial 16 7 1 
Other America noncommercial 75 0 5 
Europe noncommercial 678 249 2 
Africa noncommercial 2 0 0 
Middle East noncommercial 13 2 3 
Central Asia noncommercial 0 0 0 
East Asia and Pacific noncommercial 0 0 0 

 



Track analysis

Left plot is aircraft positions southeast of San Francisco airport; 
right plot is track endpoints in the same area.  Anomalies are 
more clear on the right.



Track anomaly factors we tested

 The average deviation of the path from a straight path in a 
two-dimensional projection.  This will be low for commercial 
flights and possibly high for surveillance and sightseeing 
flights.

 The average rate of turn of the aircraft over the path for 
intervals of a minute or more.

 The average altitude difference per unit time.  This will be low 
for commercial flights and possibly high for military flights 
and helicopters.

 The average rate of altitude change over the path for intervals 
of a minute or more.



Anomalies for aggregate data that we tested

 The atypicality of the count on this day in the 
latitude/longitude bin from the average count per day in this 
bin, measured as the absolute value of the logarithm of the 
counts.

 The histogram in this latitude/longitude bin of aircraft 
observed on this day compared to the all-day histogram in this 
bin.  We used a histogram of 32 possible kinds of aircraft 
distinguished by one of eight areas of the world, 
military/nonmilitary status, and commercial/noncommercial 
status.

 The histogram of the speed-altitude mix of aircraft in that 
latitude/longitude bin observed on this day compared to the 
all-day histogram in this bin.  Speeds are rounded to the 
nearest 20 miles per hour and altitudes are rounded to the 
nearest 2000 feet to create the histograms. 



Histogram of the values of anomaly factors



Observed weighted sum of anomaly factors

A convolutional neural network is not appropriate for 
summarizing anomalies because the relevant input factors are 
so different (heterogeneous).  But a regular neural network 
could work well; get training data is a problem though.



Principal components of a random data sample

This suggests 
another way of 
finding anomalies: 
Cluster, look for 
points outside the 
clusters.



Altitude deviation versus great-circle deviation

Outliers are interesting aircraft.



Finding anomalous tracks
Tag Attributes Weights Phenomena 

addressed by 
clusters

Number of 
anomalous 
tracks

Latlong Start latitude, start 
longitude, end 
latitude, end 
longitude

1, 0.4, 1, 
0.4

Scheduled airline 
city pairs

2398 (0.3%)

Latlong2 Start latitude, start 
longitude, altitude-
peak latitude, 
altitude-peak 
longitude, end 
latitude, end 
longitude

1, 0.4, 1, 
0.4, 1, 0.4

Scheduled airline 
flights

2816 (0.4%)

Altprofile Start altitude, peak 
altitude, end altitude

1, 1, 1 Commercial 
versus 
noncommercial 
aircraft

1183 (0.2%)

Startdur Start latitude, start 
longitude, track 
duration

1, 0.4, 0.08 Major 
commercial 
airports

677 (0.1%)

Deviations Track duration, 
latitude-longitude 
deviation, altitude 
deviation

0.005, 0.2, 
1

Regularity of 
tracks

709 (0.1%)



Extending our methods to ship data

The ship data came from AIS systems installed on ships, and 
included these fields:
 MMSI ship-identification number: analogous to the ICAO 

number for aircraft
 IMO ship code: not used
 Vessel type: used for deciding commercial/noncommercial 

analogously to aircraft
 Latitude and longitude: used
 Speed in knots: used
 Heading in degrees: used
 Timestamp: used



Histogram of ship-anomaly measures



Speeding up processing

 One set of experiments used the distributed processing 
architecture of the Hadoop Distributed File System HDFS.  
This is hardware that could be put on an aircraft.
 This had 28 processors.
 We used a divide-and-conquer approach that can parallel-

process the data on individual nodes and aggregate the 
results.  

 HDFS also provides a programming paradigm MapReduce.
 We also conducted experiments with our Hamming/Grace 

supercomputer.
 This had 312 processors in 23 clusters.
 We used the Apache Spark2 and Python3.
 Our tests used 1.531 billion records, more than 100 times 

the size of the previous data.



HDFS processing times
Process Time for single 

processor on 
the Spark site

Time for 
Hadoop Spark 
implementation

Time per record 
for Spark 
implementation

Move data from 
database to files

612 minutes 26.6 minutes 0.00117353

Count aircraft in lat-
long bins

70.6 minutes 2.5 minutes 0.00011029

Average the speed 
in altitude bins

72.7 minutes 1.0 minutes 0.00004412

Summarize the 
aircraft tracks

59.5 minutes 22.3 minutes 0.00098382

Find anomalies 
using the first 7 
factors

211.2 minutes 18.5 minutes 0.00081617



Processing times on the supercomputer
Aircraft-data Process Total time for 

Hadoop/Gradle on 
supercomputer, 1.5 
billion records

Time per record

Set up processing 33.25 minutes 0.00000130

Aggregate the data 9.60 minutes 0.00000038

Find anomalies using 
the first 10 aircraft 
factors

10.27 minutes 0.00000040

Assign clusters based 
on cluster centers 
found previously in 
uniprocessor 
implementation

112.87 minutes 0.00000442

Create graphs of 
anomaly analysis 
(optional)

53.18 minutes 0.00000208



Conclusions

 Most routine aircraft data are very predictable, so anomalies 
stand out well.

 A linear model of anomaly factors worked well.  This suggests 
a nonlinear model in the form of a neural network could work 
even better.

 Clustering found other kinds of anomalies in the form of rare 
points and clusters.

 We extended this to ship data without much trouble.
 Speedups with 28 processors were 2-80 times, and speedups 

with a supercomputer were around 2000.
 It is clear that this task is well suited for distributed processing.
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